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a riitely generated projective module over 2 [G] , the integral group- 
up 43. We define an integer-vahd invariant i(P) of the isomorphism 
class of?. The strength of this invariant derives from a theorem of Kaplansky (see 
p. 122 of 14) for a discussion and [6] for a proof). 
In terms of this invariant we give a characterization f those finitely presented 
groups having geometrical dimension two, i.e., groups G for which there exists a 
two-dimensional cell-complex which is a K(G, 1) ( we refer to the introduction of 
[a] for a discussion of this problem and its background). We also analyze this in- 
variant and relate it to two other previously described invariants. 
The invariant i(P) 
Let A: Ftl +P be an epimorphism, where F” is a free Z[G)-module on II genera- 
tors x1 ) . . . s ;rn. bt s: P-+ F* be a splitting; ns = 1,. Then e = SIT : F” + lJ7 is an 
idempotent, which describes P up to an isomorphism. Let M be the II X II matrix 
with entries in Z[G] which describes e; i.e., e(+) = 2$ 1 Mijxi. Then M = 
6 M(a) ok where each M(g) is an II X II matrix with integer values; M(g) = 0 
except for finitely many a. We define 
i(P) =: trace M (1) 
where 1 is the identity element of G. 
Setting aside for the moment he question of whether i( ) is well defined, we 
state 
Proposition 1. 
i) i(P1 @ P3) = i(P1) + i(P2). 
ii) i(Z [Cl); 1. 
iii) 0 < i(P) G n(P), where n(P) is the minimum number of elements r?eeded to 
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generate P. 
iv) i(P) = 0 if and only if P = 0. 
v) i(P) = n !,rzi if and only ij‘P is free on n (P) generators. 
vi) If C@Z PI s Caz P2 as C [G]-modules, then i(P1) = i(P2). 
Vii) If G, * G2 is an injection, then iG, (2 [G2 ] @ z[ G 1 I P) = iG 1 @J. 
Proof. That 0 < i(P) and that i(P) = 0 if and only if P = 0 follow as indicated in [6]. 
The properties i), ii), vi), and vii) are immediate consequences of the definition. 
The other properties (thoa: concerning n(P)) are formal consequences. For if 
?r : F* +P is an epimorphism with Fn free on n = n(P) generators, then P@P’ s Fn 
where P’ = kernel n. Since A.(P’) 2 0 and 
i(P) + i(P’) = ,(Fn) = ni(Z[G]) = n , 
we conclude i(P) < n(P). If i(P) = n(P), then i(P’) = 0; thus, P’ = 0 and ?T is an iso- 
morphism. Cl 
Property vi) is a special case of a more general statement. If A is any subring of 
C, then for any finitely generated projective module P over A [G] , there is an invari- 
ant i*(P) in A n {non-negative real numbers} which shares the properties listed in 
Proposition 1 but can fail to be an integer. Further, if A,- A,- C are injections 
of subrings, then $2 (A2 @A1 P) = i Al (P), for P a finitely generated projective mod- 
ule over A, [G] . Another way of saying this is that the method gives a non-negative 
real invariant for finitely generated C[G]-modules. Our formulation emphasizes the 
fact that for Z[G]-modules the invariant is an integer. 
For Z[G]-modules Gruenberg defined (page 161 of [jl) an invariant x(P) in the 
free abelian group generated by the set of conjugacy classes of elements of G. x(P) 
is a stronger invariant han i(P); the coefficient in x(P) of the conjugacy class of the 
identity of G is the invariant i(P). Thus Kaplansky’s result implies that x(P) = 0 if 
and only if P = 0. 
Let rk(P) = rank(P) = dim~(Q@zIG1 P ), where Q is the field of rational numbers 
regarded as trivial right G-module and dimq denotes vector space dimension. The 
invariant rk( ) has properties trictly analogous to i), ii), iii), vi), and vii) of 
Proposition 1. We know oj*no case where the invariants disagree. 
If G is finite, then i(P) = rk(P). This is true since both invariants give rise to 
homomorphisms &(G) -+ 2 and both agree on the subgroup of Ku(G) generated 
by Z[G]. But this subgroup is of finite index in 1(,(G), (see [7]). This argument is
valid for any G with &(G) = kernel (rk) finite. Also, property vii) shows that 
rk(G) = i(G) if every finitely generated subgroup of G is finite. 
For A[G]-modules the analogue isfalse. Let t be a generator of a cyclic group G 
of order n. Then 
n-l . 
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wirerc X = exp(2ndq), is an idempotent. Thus, P = aC[G] is a projective. It 
follows from the definition that it(P) = l/n. 
Returning to the epimorphism n : Fn + P and idempotent e: Fn + Fn used in 
defining i(P), we note there is an analogous computation for rk(P). Since 
Fn s Ker e @ Im e and Im e s P, tensoring over Z[G] with Q, we obtain 
Qn sKer(l~@e)@Im(l~@e)and Im(l~~e)~Q~zlGl P. However, lq@eis 
an idempotent and for any idempotent E it is trivial that dimq(Im E) = trace E. 
The inatrix describing IQ QD e is xgEG M(g). Hence, rk(P) = trace (c,@ M(g)). 
Gruenberg’s invariant x is described as follows: if S is a conjugacy class of elements 
of G, then the coefficient of S in x(P) is the integer given by trace (C,,,M(~)). 
We note that rk(P) = sum of all coefficients of x(P). 
Let us turn now to the proof that i(P) is well defined. Let 7~‘: Fn’ -+ P be an epi- 
morphism and s’: P+ Fn’ be a splitting, n’s’ = 1,. Then e’ = s’n’ is an idempotent 
describing P and is described by an n’ X n’ matrix M’ = zg,G M’(g) •~, etc. 
Let N = n + n’ and define p : FN = Fll @ Fn’ -+ P by p(x, y) = TX + n’y. Letting 
Al = (S(P), 0) and So = (0, S’(P)), we have psi = 1, for i = 1,2. Letting ei = Sip, 
both el and e2 are idempotents with corresponding N X N mati ces Ml and M2. 
Clearly, 
and M2 = 
Thus, it suffices to show that trace A+(l) = trace M2(l). 
Let K = kernel p. There are two isomorphisms qi : K @ P + FN given by gi(k> p) = 
k+si(P).Tl~n~=~2~1 -’ : FN + FN is an automorphism. Since qlrlei pi(k, p) = 
Vl’lSi p(k + Si (p)) = VT’ (0 + Si (p)) = (0, p), we have cpi* elp1 = ,pzl e2 ~2, or 
equivalently, el = 9-l e2 rp. 
Let A be the N X N matrix describing cp. We have just shown that M, = AV1&A. 
For B = xgEG B(g)*g an N X N matrix with entries in Z[G], define t(B) = trace (B(l)). 
It is easily verified that t(B1 B2) = t(B2Bl). Thus, 
trace&$(l)= t(M1)= t(A-‘M2A) 
= t(M2AAm1) = t(&f2) = trace &(l) . 
This concludes the proof that i(P) is well defined. 
We note that a similar argument holds for x(P). Let S be a conjugacy class in G 
and ts(B) = trace (ZgEs B(g)). Then ts(Bl B2) = ts(B2B1) since 
and hl ES if and only if h-l (hl)h = Zh E S, etc. (Recall that x(P) is defined as 
x, ts (M) 0 
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Groups of geometriea’l dimension two 
LetP:(al,...,a,;rl, . . . , r,) be a presentation of the group G; i.e., yl, . . . , r,, are 
words in the al, . . . , a, and G is the quotient of the free group F = F(al, . . . , a,) on 
al , . . . , a, by the normal closure R in F of the elements yl, . . . , rm. The canonical 
cell-complex C(P) of the presentation P is the two-dimensional cell-complex formed 
as follows: 
The wedge V/?=l i S1 of n c:ircles has fundame%al group n (V/= 1 sf ,*j s 
F(al, l -, a,) with genera :or aj correspor.&ng toa map S w S! + VF= 1S: of 1 
degree 1. For each j, 1 \( f < m, Df k a 2-disk with boundary $ a circle and 
fi : B” + Vi”= 1$ is a poi J -ed map carrying a generator f 2 E 1~~ (B/ , *j to the 
wordrSEF(al,..., 
4 
a,). rhen C(P) is the quotient space of the disjoint union 
VF= 1 Si U 0: U l ** U Dg,i by the relation generated by y E B,! is identified with 
fib) for ally andj. The Seifert-van Kampen Theorem shows that q(C(Pj, *) g 
G. 
For convenience we recall part of an argument in [2]. Let X + C 
i 
Pj be the uni- 
versal covering map and Xi be the f-skeleton of X; then X1 + Vf= 1 Si is a covering 
mapandnl(X1,*j%R. 
A Z[G]-module E is resofgable if there is an exact sequence 
(1) 0-t ‘pt-1 --+p, +E+() 
with each Pi a finitely generated projective Z[G]-module. A group G is said to be of 
finite type if the trivial Z[G]-module Z is resolvable. For a resolvable Z[G]-module 
E, we define 
i(E)= x(-lj?(PJEZ, 
a 
with the Pa of (1). Schanuel’s Lemma insures that i(E) is well defined. If G is of 
finite type, we define 
i(G) = i(Z) . 
Proposition 2. Let P: {al, . . . , a,; rlT . . . , r,, ) ba a presentation of the group G and 
suppose cd G = 2. Then RI(R, R) is a jznitely generated projective 2 [Cl-module 
and G is of finite type. Furthermore, C(P) is a K(G, 1) if and oni’y if m. = i(R/(R, R)). 
Proof. The sequence 
(2) 0~~~(X’)-,H~(X’,XO)-t~~(XO)-,~~(X’)~0 
is exact. Since nl(X1, 9) 2 R, (2) is isomorphic to the sequence 
I 
(2 ) 0 -+ R/(R, Rj + {free 2 [G]-module on rz generators} -+Z[G] + Z + 0 l 
Since cd G = 2, R/(R, R) is a projective Z[G]-module. 
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Since X is simply connected, H,(X) = H, (X2) = 0. Thus the sequence 
(3) 0-+H2(X2)+H2(X2,X1)-+H,(X++0 
is exact. Since H2(X2, X1) is a free Z[G]-module on PIIZ generators, HI(X1) SE 
R/(R, R) is generated by m elements as Z[G]-module. Thus R/(R, R) is a finitely 
generated projective and (2’) shows that 2 is resolvable: i.e., G is of finite type. 
Since H2(X2, Xl) is a free Z[G]-module on m generators and H, (X1 ) is projec- 
tive, the sequence (3) splits and 
i(H2(X2)) + i(H1(X1)) = m . 
Thus the following are equivalent: 
i(R/(R, R)) = m , 
i(H2(X2)) = @ , 
H2(X2) = 0 , 
X = X2 has trivial homotopy groups , and 
C(P) is a K(G, 1) . 0 
The dej’iciency of the presentation P: (aI, . . . , a,; rl, . . . , r,,,} of the group G is 
defined to be n - m. 
Proposition 2’. There is a jhite two-dimensional cell-complex K(G, 1) [#‘and O~Z!Y i!’ 
1) cd G < 2 and 
2) there is a presetltation P oj’ G with dejiciency equal to 1 - i(G). 
Furthermore, in this situation, ij’P’ is any such presentation oj‘G. theta C(P’) is a 
finite two-dimetuional cell-complex K(G, 1). 
Proof. This 
is a finitely 
i.e., 
is essentially arestatement of Proposition 2. If 1) and 2) hold, 
O+R/(R,R)+Z[G) @=**@Z[G] +Z[G] +Z+O 
\ / 
It copies 
generated projective resolution of 2. By 2) 
II - 171 = 1 - i(G) = 1 - (i(R/(R, R)) -- II + 1); 
i(RI(R, R)) = nz . 
Hence C(P) is a finite two-dimensional cell-complex K(G, 1). 
On the other hand, if there is such a K(G, l), then there is one with only one ver- 
tex. It is a wedge of circles with two-dimensional disks attached. The Seifert--- 
van Kampen Theorem yields a presentation of G with PI generators and HZ relators, 
where n is the number ot circleq and 111 is the number of’ disks. The Universal cover- 
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ing space gives a resolution of Z establishing 1) and 2). 0 
Corollary 1. If C(P) is a K(G, 1) and P’ is a presentation of G, then C(P’) is a K(G, 1) 
if and only if deficiency (p) = deficiency (P). Cl 
There is another estatement of Proposition 1 which may have interest. The 
presentation P: {al, . . . , an ; rl, . . . . , rm) of the group G has the identity property 
provided the Z[G]-module W :(R, R) is free on the cosets of rl , . . . , r,. 
Corollary 2. For the presents tion P of G, C(P) is a K(G, I) if and only if P has the 
identity property. 
Proof. As in the proof of Pr Iposition 2, we have the exact sequence 
iI 1 2’ O+R/(R,R)+nZ[G] +Z[G] +Z+O . 
If P has the identity pro:;erty, then (2’) is finitely generated projective resolution 
of 2 and i(G) = 1 + m - n. Thus the deficiency of G = n - m = 1 -i(G). The resolu- 
tion (2’) shows cd (G) < 2. Thus, Proposition 2’ applies and C(P) is a K(G, 1). 
If C(P) is a K(G, l), then &n the notation of the proof of Proposition 2, H2(.X2) = 0. 
The exact sequence (3) reduces to the isomorphism 
H2(X2,X1)%H1(X1). 
But H2(X2, Xl) is the free Z[G]-module on generators corresponding tothe 
‘1 9 l *’ 9 rm under that isomorphism (see [2] for more detail or1 this correspondence). 0 
Corollary 3. If the identity property holds for the presentation P of G, then it holds 
for the presentation P of G ifand only if deficiency (p’> = deficiency (P). 0 
The identity property was investigated by Lyndon in [S] for presentations with 
a single relator. He showed it holds as stated here provided the relator is not a 
proper power. This then affords a class of examples of groups having eometrical 
dimension two. This particular class and othe.rs related to it are investigated more 
fully (from the geometric viewpoint) in [2]. 
An argument like that for Proposition 2 also establishes 
Proposition 3. Let K be a connected, finite cell-complex and G = nl (K, *). Suppose 
l)cdG<n=dimK, 
2) G is of finite type and i(G) = Eulercharacteristic of K, and 
3)ni(K, *)=Ofor2<i <n- 1. 
7hen K is a K(G, 1). 
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Remarks on i(G) 
247 
We conclude this note with a few remarks on i(G) for G a group of finite type. 
Proposition 4. Let j: GI + G2 be an inclusion with [C, ; G, ] < 00. For a finitely 
generated 2 [G2 ] projective module P, 
iG,o’*P)= [G2;Gl] i&(p). 
Proof. Let n : Fn + P, s : P + Fn, e = SIT be as previously with e(xi) = Xj Mij Xi) 
Mij E Z[G,]. AS a Z[Gl]-module, Fn is free on {SaXi), where ~1, . . . . So is a com- 
plete set of coset representatives and N = [G2 ; G, 1. Thus iG 1 (i *P) can be callcu- 
lated from an n *IV X n l N matrix Mwith coefficients in Z[G, 1. The natural index- 
ing set for M is {(i, (w) 1 i = 1, . . . , n and Q = 1, . . . , N} rather than 1, . . . , n 3. We need 
only the diagonal entries of I@( 1). e(s,xi) = s, e(xi) = sa Zj,g Mij(g) l gXj, with * 
g E G,. Each sarg can be written in a unique way as hsB for some h E G, and 
P(31 , . . . , N}. We get an element of M(1) only when hsO = Is,. The (i, clr)th diagonal 
term of M( 1) is obtained from scvg = Is, ; i.e., only for g = 1. Thus, the (i, ol)th 
diagonal entry of M( 1) is Mii (1). Cl 
Corollary 4. If j: GI * G2 is an injection with [G, ; GI ] < 00 and G2 is of finite 
type, then G, is offinite type and i(G,) = [G,; G1] i(G,). Cl 
Corollary 5. If [G; 1 ] < 00 and P is a fTnitely.gcnerated projective Z [G] -module, 
then [‘G; 1 ] iG (P) equals the rank of the underlying free abelian group of P. •I 
Noting that none of the results of this section use the results of Kaplansky, 
which are proved by methods of analysis, it is perhaps worthwhile to point out that 
Corollary 5 immediately implies the known result (see p. 557 of [ 11) that if G is a 
finite group, then Z[G] has no non-trivial idempotents. For if e is an idempotent, 
then f?’ = l-eisalso.ForP=Z[G]eandP=Z[G]e’,Z[G]zP@P’.Hence 
[G; l] = rank P + rank P’. By the corollary each of these non-negative integers is 
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